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ABSTRACT
io I

Focusing on the need for energy` to sustain ,economic
development on a long-term basis, the document examines energy
options of the post - petroleum eras in developing nations. NuCtear -

power and solar power are the most important among proposed
alternative energy sources. Limited applicability of nuclear
technology to the Third World is discussed. Prbbleas include the need
of lost developing nations to seek foreign fuel to power nuclear'
plantt, the difficulty of- designing nuclbar facilities that work
equally well in differentenvironments, and the problem of
decommissioning-radioactive facilities at the end of their
usefulness. Energy-related research and experiments'indicate that the
most likely ,sources for new4 energy are solar (sunlight, wind,
hydropower, and biomass) . Factors which' should encourage the Third
World to harness solar energy sources include: a general abundance bf
sunlight, a dispersed and predominately rural population (which
encourages decentralized.energy resources), prohibitityle cost of
conventional energy, customary dependence on indirect solar sources
such as firewood, and insignificant capital investment- in
petroleum - powered, energy. Various objections and reservations
coAcerned with the transition, to dolartenergy are evaluated. Tie t

bbnclusion is that solar energy, themost viable energy source in the
post-petroleum age, "can"contribute positively to economic develOpment
in both developing and industrialized nations. (Author /v)
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.Introduction

7,
l '

h'e, Third World may 9n ter the solar era before the Indus-
trkai world does Several eaturescommon to developing
countries make such a prospect seem likely Developing na-
tions, by and large, tend to be more richly endowed thank

their industrial counterparts with -sunlight. Their populations tend
to be dispersed enough to facilitate the exploitation of decentralized
energy resources: about half the people in Latin America, .70 percent
in South Asia, and 85 percent in Africa still live in rural'areas. In the
Third World, the current high cost of conventional energy, especial-
ly electricity, has already made solar options economically competi-
tive. Far from being exotic prototypes fit for development in the year
2000, many solar devices 'have already proveNehemselves simple
and piactical. finally, since the Third .World already obtains much of
its energy from indirect solar sources (mostly firev'vood), the initial
steps toward a solar economy Involve no more than an increase in the
efficiency of usage

A Third World decision to take a leadership role in harnessing.sus-
tainable energy sources would be wise. Although the world is not.
Punning out of energy, it is sunning out of oil. The oil - consuming
countries of the world have been living on capital, not income. World
oil production is expected to turn downward within 40' to 18 years,
and severe regional shortages are likely to develop well before then.2
Eighty percent of. the world's oil supply will have been consumed
during the lifetime of the current generation. Consequently, it is crit-
ically important and morally obligatory for all countries, rich and
poor, to invest a large fraction 'of the'remaining oil in building an
energy sryslem that can be sustained in the post-petroleum era.

The industrial world' is designed to run on oil. Mhssive road building
programs dwarf ail other public works; automobile production has
become central to the economic well-being of whole nations. If the

5
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developing countries invesi vast sums of scArce capitil copying to-
6 days indu4trial powers; t1e petroleum era will have 'parsed befqre

their investments bear fruit If, instead, developing countries fore-
sightfully assess the human prOspect and make their investments actr
cordingly, they may be spared making major commitments' to the
petroleum era in its dying phase. ..

. " ..
,

. - ,Rather than using tax breaks as incentives to encourage foreign in-.
terests to set up automobile plants on their soil, Third World coun-
tries might, for example, accept only those factories that produce ve-
.hicles that run op fuels other than oil.. Rather than devote lafge por-

. . tions of their budgets to investments in highways, they might better
invest in communication' systems and railroads. Rather than laying
out huge new cities to accommodate migrants fleeing the countryside,
they might do well 'to spend ,the same money'making rural villages
more livable.' ,. . ...,

f`
Tomorrow, both the industiial world and the agrarian world are likely
to be turijing to solar resources sunlight, wind, hydropower; and
biomassfor their commercial energy. The Third. World, however,
has an advantage in that it can take a shortcut past the fossil' fuel
cul-de-sac. While the intlustrial wor14.1as 90 percent of its capital
stock invested in buildings and equipment That are ill-suited to a solar
transition, the Third World can undergo rapid economic growth with
a clearer vision of its ultimate goal.

Until recentjy, the strongest impediment to the development of solar
poWer in t g Third World has probably been the industrial wotld's
pursuit of aldifferent course. Most-Third World policymakers looked
to the advazced industrial states as models and they fouled no solar-
powered societies to emulateMoreolier, because the research and
clevelopnzent capacities of the 'Third World have been limited and the
industrial community has neglected solar energy, little
innovative work has been done. Even today, much of the Third World
appears reluctant to play a leadership role in developing energy tech-
noldgies. An internationally recognized ethanol-from-biomass program
in Brazil is hampered by 'dolnestic skepticism by critics who wonder



"The Third World carnake a shortcut p st the
fossil fuel cul-dc sac."

nwhy tne United States isn't developing ethanol if it's so great. Forto-
nately, such skepticism is less pervasive now than in years past. ,` 7

4.1v

Development theory has undergone profound changes in tfie last,
decade, and few Third World countries still seek to imitate the United
States or the Soviet Union It is nbw commonly recognized that' de-
velopmlit -can be approached on. many roadsthat rnoi'e than one

, path leads from "underdeveloped" to 'developing" to "developed."
The most successful :Third World leaders have been. those, such as
Mao, Ghandi, and N erere, able to map out a unique development
strategy baed un their nations' ncigenous cultures and resources;
That the West iToes ;rot use biog as an energy source has not, for
example, deterred China from bui ding an estimated 4.3 million bio-

. gas plants in the last three years.
,

As the end Of the petroleum era approaches,- all nationsrich and
poor-14ce some hard. Choices. Energy, "the capacity to 'do work,"
obvicruNy influences economic 'well- being.' Moreover, the kind of
new energy sources developed may ultimately be of more importance
to human well-being than the1quantity of energy those sources make
available. To a gre-ater extent than most ptople realize, history has
been shaped by humankinct's,choite of energy technologies. The uses
of draft animals, sailing ship's, and waterwheels -presented. new qp-
portunities to our ancestors, and for a time each technology became
crucial to the "quality of life." The introduction of the coal-fired,
steam engine was a preconditign of the industrial revolution. Fired
by oil-based fuets,'internal combustion engines and turbirtes'shaped
the transportation systems of the :Rodern industrial world, which in
turn determined settlement vatterrts." The energy technologies 4e,
choose today will have far-reaching effects tomorrow.

The earth has never fact,d, and, does not today face, a shortage of
! 'energy. Every day the surr'delivers.thousands of times more energy

, than humankind , employs from all convntional sources. The trick is
to barhess that energy, to do work at a frice people can afford. Winds,
rivers, coal, and oil were available long before people began to use,
them. Many watersheds in human history haVe occurred when tech=

ft



8
nologies capable of turning previously untapped energy to good pur-
pose were introduced. Today, solar energy displays just such a
technological opportunity

, kSolar technologies hold many attractions for developing countries. A
particularly important social advantage is their potential for promot-
ing development In, previously ignored rural areas where it is most
needed. Without strong rural development programs based on decen-
tralized energy sources, urban migration will become torrential, ex-
acerbating the already dire urban problems brought into'focus at the
United Nations Conference on Human Settlementskn 1076.4

Many solar technologies will make economic sense foii the Third
World before they do for the industrial world. ElectRgity produced
from solar energy is a good case in point. In rural areas of poor coun-
tries where no transmission 'add 'dist4ution infrastructure exists,
power from centralized plants is not available. The World, Bank esti-
mates that rural electrification programs had "reached" about 12 per-
cent of the'people in the rural Third World by 1971. Only half of
these peoplea mere 6 percent of rural residentscould afford to buy
power.5

n August 1977, a"team from the United States National Academy of
Sciences conducted 'a joint workshop on solar power with title Tan-
zanian National Scientific Research Council At this workshop, the
cost of electricity for Tanzanian villages from diesel geperators *and
from the national iSoviier grid was compared,with the cost power,
from five decentralized, renevable sources: ;ind power, small-scale
hydropower, biegas, solar refrigeration, an photovoltaics. Com-
parative*costs were found,todepend heavily upon how much energy
was needed, how remote the village needing\ the energy was, and
under what financial terms the equipthent wa purchased. For some
purposes, each of the five renewable technolo ies had an economic
advantage over both the national grid and c3iese generation. Three, of
the five were 'economically competitive under II circumstances; for
tise. d in which the biogas could be burned din tly rather than con-
verted first into electricity, four out of five were ompetitive. Even the

. .

_
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least competitive technologyphotovoltaicswill hold an economic
advantage over conventional sources of electricity by the early 1980s,
if the costs drop in accordance with most rOcent forecasts.6

For some specialized applications in isolated areas needing relatively
small amounts of
sound. In 1975, Charles Weiss and Simon Pak oihe WorldItanit

'electricity, photovoltaics already look economical
ul

studied the cost of using diesel generators, prilnary batteries, and
photovoltaic cells to provide electricity for educational television in

of the study, photo-
en, the cost of photo-

Douglas Smith of the

some of the Ivory Coast's villages. At' the ti
voltaics already had an econontc edge.Since
voltaic arrays has fallen by almost one-hal
Massachusetts institute of Technology has/ determined that, at to-
day's prices, solar cells would be an economically competitive power
source for shallow irrigation pumps in Chad.?

The conclusions of the studies in Tanzania, the Ivory Coast, and
Chad Are based upon the assumption that the renewably technologies
will be financed with conventional loans.- If, instead they are fi-
nanced over)ong periods of time at low rates of interest, with so-called
"soft" 19iins, the economic advantages of the renewable energy
sources are-even more eriking.8

One of the major functions served by development must be the cre-
ation of new jobs. At present, energy is often substituted for labor.

current U.S. prices; 2.54 worth of gasoline can perform as much
4ork as a 'healthy adult laboring from dawn to dusk. One liter of
gasoline burned in a one-horsepower engine will provide as much
work as a human being can produce in seven days of hard ,physical
labor. Gasoliae-derived pOwer is not only cheaper, but also faster
and more reliable than muscle power. Hence, the point is sometimes

Made that major increases in Third World energy use may contribute
to mounting unemployment. *

Ifneedn't. The alternative-is to view full employment as a central goal
of development, rather than as just one of the variables considered in
the pursuit of some other, more important goal (like a growing GNP).

9 "
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If, full employmeht is pursued intelligently, energy growth can in-
crease, rather than-restr , total employment.

For example, in most.
meri

ing countries griculture is by far the
larsestysource of em oy, sometimes a counting for 70 to 80
percent of all jobs. But agricultural labor req irements tend to peak
sharply during plowing, plantingl and harvesting. During the re-
mainder of the year, most laborerSkare idle: Hence, annual labor pro-,
duciivity and wages are low. As Arjun Makhijani and Alan Poole
have suggested, the careful mechArazation of plOwing, planting, and
harvesting could reduce the duiation.of these bottlenecks sufficiently
to allow multiple cropping. DefnandAor labor would be evened out,
agricultural production would be greatly increaser, And jobs-could be
created to handle this increased production, as well as the fertilizer
and irrigation it would require Without an increase in the available
energy at times of peak demand-for woik, multiple cropping would
notbe possible

In an, era when the gulf dividing richonepoor appears, It!...be widen.;
technologies for harnessing renewable sources of energy could

smooth out some diffenences. In developing gentle, sustainable ener-
gy sources, the Third World and the industrial world can be of mu-
tual assistance, even as each irrdepiendentri pursues iti own self-

'interest. Because most assistance efforts tliat have depended or al-
truism have had ,lacklusterretords, opportunities for nations to help
one another while pursuing separate interests should be especially
welcome.

Widespread use of solar equipmen tin the Third. Viorld, where it is
already cost-effective, would have positive effects in the industrial
nations. The principal. handicap faced by many producers of solar
equipment is the lack of a market large enough to Ostify investments
in mechanized mass production. With the rapid Seductions in cost
that assembly lines could bring, decentralized, solar devicei -would
find .eyer..mOre applications in rich lands and ,poor 4.like. Such 1 state
of economic affairs 'is so manifestly, in ti interes,of the industrial
world that it warrants granting Third World customers subsidies.on

10
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early ordyps France, aware of this fact and eager to attract large or-
ders, is now marketing a subsidized solar irrigation pump through- 11
out the Third World.

The international research, and development community- has finally
begun to apply its genius to the ,problems and 'potentials of solar en:
ergy use Annual eXpenckitures on solar energy research by the U S.
Government have shot up from about $5 million to more than$300
million in five years, and almost all other indtstriallands have boost--
edtheir solar programs al well. Moreover, Third World research and
development in this area have been imp'rov'ing steadily, and excellent
programs now exist in Brazil, Mexico, India, anil other countries. The
United Nations Environment Program is also promoting ,the use of
renewable energy resources in poor countries by funding model vil-
lages that employ several different sustainable energy sources."'

All this is not to imply that the Third World's transition; to solar
technologies will be trouble-free.' Malty attempts .have been made in
the last half certioy to intrpduce solar technologies in the Third
World: typkcally,- lhe technology has worked, and the technology
transfer has not. At times, the technology,has been perceived as
relevant, if nbt arititHetical; to people's real needs (as in the cafe of
solar pdwered pumps that replaced water carriers for whom no al-
ternative employment existed). to otter cases, Maintenance personnel
have been inadequately, trained or crucial replacement. parts have not
been provided, Sometimes the.recipients of ,the technology hive sim-
ply not liked the solar gadgets or have not cared to adjust their daily,
activities to take advantage of the availability of sunlight. And in still
other- eases, the technologies hal/e:been used and Five worked per-
fectly, but their use has concentrated additional weilth in the hands
of the'elite or otherwise led to undesirable social consequences.".

A successful solar transition will require detailed _knowledge about
energy availability and needs in the Third World information that
does not now exist. Comprehensive studies are needed to deiertnine
how much energy of each kind is used for what purposes, and how
any Additional energy would be spent. And the availability of renew-
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able+ energy resources at various sites must be,surveyed, wind speeds,
12 levels of sunlight, And -1?iological productivity aIF must be gauged:

Local residents must be prcrvided with-inforrhation about each of the.
, energy options open to them so that they may determine which hest-.

suit ,their needs sand aspirations Finally, political technical
competence must be mustered to build or acquire the necessary
equipment attd to keep it running.

, .

The challenge or a solar transition is Formidable. But the rewards of
success' make it a goal worth pursuing. Ultimately, only a solar civ-
ilization Is sustainable... -

' Current Supplies .
, .

The energy crisis plaguing the Third World dwarfs industrial
world's' energy problems. Traditional energy sourcesprincipally fire,
wood, charcoal, and forage for deaft`anirrialsare. growing scarce and
expensive. Where ecological carrying capacities have been exceeded,
forests ate receding and grasslandsrare becoming- deserts. Traditional
fuels and petroleum fue have both &,rOwn so expensive that few
poor countries have been able to adjust comfortably to ,the in-
creases." .

Trees, of course, are renewable energy resource, but they can -grow '

only so fast. When population growth outstrips tree growth pro-
gressive forest deterioration ensues. Each year. the harvested crop
growl,' younger, even though harvesting immature tr n-
ishts the ultimate energy yield of the land. When people ate col and .

hungry,,there is-no huniane way to protect juvenile trees.

Twenty-nine percent of tiw earth's land area was forested ie 196'3,
when the last global' forest survey was completed.' Subsequent
regional mrveys have.been_of uneven quality, but all signs are thai
Third World deforestation aclyancing rapidly Half of theewood cut .,

in the world, and, the overwhelming-preponderance of wood cipt in the
uThird World, is used for fuel. In all but a handfUl of countries] the..

.4
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-resottrce is .being, harvested more rapidly Than it is being propa- p
gated";

. 13
A -crucial 'consequence of deforestation is the erosion of fcrpsoil. --
ErCision can greatly retard the rate at which reforestation projects
take root. With every passing year that the land rethains denuded,
the .probleni intensifies Moreover, all lost 'topsoil has to go some-
whereand all too often that "somewhere" is a reservoir that is vital
to the local or even national economy. Engineers who kave not-anted-

. t pated the rate of upstream deforestation-have often been unpleasantly ,
surprised to see reservoirs they designed fill with silt in a fractial of
the time they had expected. So, erosion can lead to a double energy
loss: the tree-giowing potential of the land is diminished, while the
energy-storage capacity. of the.tiownstream dam suffers commensur-

. ately. In addition, even as it c,ser-losses .in energy supplies, defores-
tation can result in increisedfenergy demand. When land loses ground
cover, its capacity to retain rain declines, and the water table beneath

. such land can ,fall dramatically.-Wells must then be sunk lower, and
wateepumped a longer distance to the surfSce." A , ..

.
t.

Few countries have conduCted suCcessfhl reimeestation programs,
. even 'though this is probalfly their most potentially Ilicrativeenergy-

production investment. Reforestation is labor- intensive,' requires little
capital, and produces a high net-energy yield (especially. witit fast-
growing species,..such as eueliPlyptus). If coupled With ambitious pro-
grams to provide every rural villager with a mere efficient wood

stove, reforestation efforts could reverse the dieadful, spiral of en- ,, ,' .
f virortmentil deterioration. ... . A

.
., ' -jr

'Firewood is not the' only source of Thiid .World ertergji W shoft
supply. Oil use had, been expanding rapidly in4he Third World. until :
the 1973-74 .embargo. Then, many developing- countries discovered .

that reliance on imported oil creates vulnerabilities. By one estimate,
-a"--shortage of .fuel for irrigation pumps in 1974 ,reduced the. wheat
hatvest in India by a million tons. V ... 4-

The dramatic, recent increases in the cost of oil on the world market
have had disproportionate effects on the Third World. To 64 sure,

A
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thecost of oil has increasid by the same amount everywhere, but the
industrialnations have been in a better 'position to offset the adverse
economic impacti of these price increases.

A /

At the same time that the Third World has been forced to adjust to
escalating oil, prices, it has also had to pay higher prices for the man-
ufacitured goods it imports from the industrial'worldprices that re-
flect not just the higher costs of the oil needed to manufacture these
products, but also the higher wages and profits that mitigate the ef-
fects of oil-induced inflation in the industrial countries. Third World
exports,_on The other hand, are -generally sold in buyer's Markets, so

,.the prices 'for, these products have often failed to rise as fast as the
prltes-of impoits:According to figures compiled by the.Overseas' De-
velopment Council, about 50 developing countries have recently seen
their .."terms of 'tradethe relative value of exports versus imports
deterio'ra e. Moreover, few developing countries have 'attracted OPEC.
invest capital; although many industrial nations hvs, Conse-
quent! , ny Third World countries have been increasing their debt

. at a rare that often outpaces their rate of peal economic growth."'

The bane of Third Worid importers, Soil is a boon to, j'hird World pro -'
ducers Many geologists believe that new petroleum deposits remain
to be discovered within, the boundaries or off the shores of

['orbcountries that are not now oil -producers. Some authOrities believeieve
that these areas may contain half ,the world's remaining undiscov7
ered oil Such' estimates are necessarily 'speculative, and much more
intensive exploration is clearly warranted. But even the discovery of
relatively cheap oil is no cause to postpone developing sustainable
energy resources.

World oil places today 'are in the range of $13.00 per barrel, even
for oil that {costs. ordy 50(t a barrel to extract. Third World nations
that discover, oday r4ustin the course of designing their
domeStic eperty..,-;strategiesconsider not just the production
cost of toil, brFsom its world market value. Rather than burn-
ing this 'cid t fuel their economies while oil remaips "cheaper"
than solaCeteCknologies, they might be wiser to sell much of their

14



:'Even the discovery of relatively cheap
oil is no cause to postpone developing

sustainable energy resources." .

i

oil at high prices to countries that have acquired a nearly para-
lyzing dependence on it. (China, which contains about, 20 per- is
cent of the world's population and produces less'than 3 percent'of
the world's oil, manages nonetheless to export about 30 million bar-
rels net per The new Third' Worid,oil producers would then
betree to invest the reven.ues in. renewable energy technologies that,
compared with those built to use oil at. international prices,
sense for them. What's more, such developments would allow litany
African, Asian, and 'Latin American nations to begin building an'
energy base that will last as long as the sun."

A handful of Third, World countries have coal reserves, afid coal will
doubtless be tapped as a transitional ener.4 source by someButPcoal"
is distributed evert lesg equitably than oil, few devellng.countriet
have coal deposits Latin AmeriCa and Africi comb' less,
than 1 percvit of the world's coal. In contrast, the Soviet Union has
56 percent of the world's coal supply, while the United States co,-
tains 19 percent, and Europe has about 6 percent.ls

In the industrial world, commercial interests with large, coal holdings
are exerting considerable pressure on their governnignts to commit
public resources to coal development. At the 'same time, environ-
mentalists and public health agencies are derrfanding that sdIfu-r-,
heavy metals, °carcinogenic hydrocarbons, and other harmful air-
borne pollutants emitted during coal 'combustion be controlledcSome
parts of the industrial world now appear likely to commit large riac-
tions of their discretionary .Capitat to coal-conversion technologies,
and in the process to refashion much of the physical' stock of their
economies to accommodate the characteristics of coal as an energy
source: They will become increasingly electrified and centralized, and
the eventual solar transition wiltibe just that 'much more difficult
to achieve.

Yet, coal is a temporary savior at best. It is .ruinous to the land to
mine, difficult to transport, bulky to store, and dirty to handle and
burn. Emissions, of carbon* dioxidit=an unavoidable consequence of
coal combustionproduce a' "greenhouse effect," warming the

15
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earth's atmosphere. The, consequences, which are. cumulative anti .1
long-lasting, will likely bring a halt to coal colnbtAtion long befpre'
the world's supply of coal has been chnsumed." They %vill force so:
cieties that have geared themselves for a coal-based econothy to ent /r
another painful period of adjustrnent, another "energy grisi4," ds
they redesign their phyilcA way of life to rely upon renewable ener-
gy sources. Thus, ironically, the/Third World's lack of coal may' work
to its advantage. While resource scarcities of any sort re not to be
'envied, developing countries with little or no coal poten may at
least be spared cogtly ir&estments in technologies built to 'exploit a
fuel that can play a transitional role at belt.

.

aking judicious decisions today, ,the countriel of the Third
Worl can attctid the detour-through a new cal age and proceed di-
rectly into the solar era.'They can create tle'kinds--of decentralized
societies that must become the worldwide norm if civilization is to be
sustained in a bumane fashion. .

p AW

The Nuclear Trap .
Some analysts expect nuclear power to play a major role in the Third
World. The International Atomic Energy Agency (I.A.E A.), for ex-
ample, forecasts that at least 293,000 megawatts, and possibly as
Much as 437,00Q megawatts, of. nuclear .capacity will exist in theOil
developing worl by the year 2000 Such estimates are greete with
fervent enthusiasm, by tire companies that manufacture Rutlear re-
actors and fuels Flaying, watched their ...markets in the industrial
world disappear in recent years, with deferrals and cancellations

'greatly outnumbering new reactor orders and with many industrial
countries cutting their official' forecasts for nuclear growth by two-
thirds, the nuclear industry has eagerly turned torThir1:1 Worl,d "liar-

ts to hawk' its Wares.20 ./' .. ' ,

../

But the I A.E.A.'s. rosy forecast and the enthusiasm of nuclear ven-
dors notwithstanding, -the entire Third World now has only 2,000
megawatts of installed nuclear capacity. For many .reaspns, the

16
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I.A.E.A.'s prediction of a 200-fold, increase in nuclear capacity over
the next two decades seems out of line. A central reason is that nu-
clear'power, like oil, would be an energy "import" for most coun-

tries, and an expensive one at that. The largest costs associated with
the development of nuclear power are for capital equipment and for
fuel, and almost all this money ,would be spent in- the industrial
world. In many developing countries, the cost- of a single
nuclear -reaclor exceeds the value of, all annual exports. Naturally,
the purchase of such a reactor would pose extragiclinary balance-
of-payments problems. .

,

The adoption-Of nuclear power would also streng then rather than
diminish thelkichnological dependence of poor countries upon rich
ones. Since few developing countries are likely to develop a do-
mestic nuclear manufacturing, capae+tranttrnritTIVEgeeable future,
most would be forced to rely upon tne goodwill of the nuclear ven-
dors when; parts wear out or suffer damage 'and new equipment is
needed - -r.
Most Third World countries would arso have to turn abroad for fuel,
because. uranium is no more evenly distributed than oil or coal. Just
four nationsthe United States, Canada, Australia, and South Afri-
capossess 85 percent of the entire non communist uranium-base.
Australia Fits -stopped exporting uranium, while Canada and the
United States have limited their uranium, exports for political
reasons.2, , I

i',

Even if uranium were less scarce and costly, its use would still entail
reli4nce upon the industrial world. Pranium ore cannot simply be
shoveled into a power plant like coal. To be used in most reactors,
ore must he first enriched and then fabricated into fuel rods. Unless
they West in costly and elaborate equipment to perform these steps,
even nations with domestic uranium supplie; cannot develo nuclear
power as ,a means of meeting' their own energy needs. W heavy -
water

..
reactors le.g., the'canadian CANDUoreactor) do n require

enriched uranium, they, can lead to energy independence only
for countries with domestic uranium supplies, fuel fabrication ca-

17- ,.
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T pacity,. the ability toimanufacture skare reactor pang, and facilities
18 for prciducing heavy water.. .

.

Nuclear equipment represents At amounts of embodied energy aswell as materials. Energy use is concentrated erimarily at the begin-
. ,ning of the:nuclear power cycle when the facility is built'and whenthe Net- is enriched. The old saw about the need to spend money to. ,

, .. ; make trioneyTh-as a parallel hers: to produce Jarge amounts of energyi4
large amounts of energy must be.invested in production. If the rate
of growth.projected by -t:A.E.A f6r nuclear power in the Third Worldhblds, building and fueling, ,nuclear reactors could consume more.
energy throtnsh thf year 2000 then the reactors would. produce, yield-ing a two - decade. net energy drain; Moreover, virtually,41 the energy.-used would be consumed in .the industrial world, which would ,re- ,ceivePpone of th'e energy produced. As conventional energy sources
gkow more scarce and expensive, the industrial nations will nct dotibtthink twice about encouraging the e3rport 'of goods that have high
energy posts.ut. ,

. v..ic.,,,, - '

',-The
.

inextricalsrie linke.betweeh commercial nu'clea t' power and thespread of nutgeit wrap ns pose,s siilFanother Obstacle to the use ofthe ,"peaceful atom. 'A, standard 1,000-megawatt reactor -oterating.F.__

. ill 1 at 'full power will proilucb .about 375 pounds of Olutoniurn each
year. A trude atolltbomb requires less than 20 pounds of pltitctnito.

j ir' , Weapons development may proceed whether 'pr not nuclear poweills-4" commercialized, but ,commercialization certainly- Makes acquiring the-
equipmentfissile i§otopes, and trained scientists needed for bomb
building iagier than' it would otherwise be The .threat of terrorism'
would be compounded by the`adVent of commercial breeder rectors., that Produce more plutonium or other fipsionabre.material than con-

0

itrtional reactors do.
. ,The prestigious'Bvitish Royal Commission repoN cm nuclear power, s "Included that ':the spread pf nuclear power-IMI ineyitably facili-

tate -ilie spreadof the akiltty to moke nuclear weapons" and that .with respect to the 'co.nstruaion of these weapons, there,tsno reagon .to trust. the .stability of any nation 4 any. political
, persuasion for4 _ A-4. .
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centuries ahead "2"The growing underitandiog of his link between 1'

nuclear power and nuclear weappns h.is been reinforCed by recent 19
controversies over whether nuclear arsenals already exist in Israel
and South Africa' IL . _o ,. ,

, 4 ," .

Mechanical breakdowns, aconstruction fikilts, operatOr..errors, 'or. acts
of sabotage could also create extraordintiry Ilangers..That catagtfoph-'
is events ace possible is beyond doubt. Haw,-probable they are iii,,
subject to debate. Data'are scarce and bpigionsayary widely.Virtu,ally
all\detailed studirs of nucleq dangers have covered only developed

. cOuritties, and most have fo&sed:on the United States. Wngert '..
' unique to the 'Third, World thus. remain ,largely u,nexploied. Suffice `

It to remark That nuclear safety demands a degree of carefurectrve- , -
tense and, perhaps, sheer luck that are 'unusual in any eulture. " '.,.

' , . .
ane,hrfport'ant limit on the !adliCability, of nuclear tectintilsiv tt, the
Thir4 Worldor. anylphire, for that matter,is,iippbsed,`belhe, need
for sertgible overall-system design.-QInterconnected erectrical grids;, i',

must . be capable of contintied °Aeration eveit,if-_iheir 'largest. single ',
power source fails. This is a particularly acute Fonc,ern wihert nuclear" ,-
reactors are employed since they have proven"; clironically.:unrer -

liable. From 1968 through 1935, large U.S. reactors (800megawattS
and more) achieved average' capacity factors- of .Onty 51 percent...-.
versus the 70 to 80 percent predicted ,by 's fhe nqclear indushy.24 4

At least 6,000, and preferably 10,000megawattslif Installect.capacity, .; .1.
are needed to accommodate a single 600-megawatt reaitowif,,power ,'"..
is to be maintained in all pins of the system whgnel;er thaj reactor-is-
shut down. By this criterion, only five ThiedWorld.countrtei A in, $1,

".' a position to accommodate secuely even one,srnati reactor:23 -. . 't, '`,1'
, - "- -"'

small'
. I'

It is technically possible
.

io build commercial teaetors of ver)e,
size, and 150-megawatt or eVen`50-Megawatt units are of tehpckiscussed. ,- .
But such small-scale reactors' are 'not 'now on the frrarket, anfl .im-
portant economic factors le.g., large and, growinefixed costs that` .

are not. proportional to eeactor size) TnSke their development most -,
unlikely. Morpover, since small reactors would lind,applicatiort only, .
in, poor countries, their treVelopmene is of little ,interest to -the
countries that currently have nuclear rnahufacturp:capatilitiOs.26

. I
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Experience in th/ United States 4144 particular relevance for devel-
oping countries that ate considerix.'making nuclear investment's. Al-
though endowed with en ous financial and technological re-
sources, the U.S., nuclear p gram shows signs of coming apart at the
seams. Nuclear opponent have repeated!, pointed out errors in
reactor //sign, construction, and placement. The problem of.radio-

: active waste disposal also.\remains unsolved Taking these factors
into account, President Carter has urged the world to halt the de-
velopment of the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor and has also ex-
pressed oppOsition to the commercial reprocessing of plutonium.
Westinghouse, a - Large' American firth, recently unsettled the nu-
cleat market by refusing to honor fuel-supply contracts with utili-
ties because the world price of uranium had risen unexpectedly.

Reactor salei in the,United _States plummeted from 36W-1973 to 27
the fotlowing year, to 4 in 1975, to jut 2 in 1976. The uncertainties
plaguing the devegt7,ent of nuclear power in the United States and,
increasingly, in ripe and JaNn suggest that countries .thinking
about importing nuclear technologies would be wise to hesitate
until itie of these uncertaintieVtave beery...cleared tit Over and
above the question;' of high costs, plant safety, fuel availability, and

-waste, disposal, developing countries must consider the likelihood,
that fears of, weapons proliferation will lead the nuclear exporting

necessarily
countries to exercise strict_contr s. the future over the .use of nu- .

de. exportscontrols that .wi cessarily intrude upon the sov-
ereignty of states-that buy nuclear faCilities.27

The beJeaguered nuclear industry continues to maintain that its
problems: are those that beset developers ,of any young technology
and that the wrinkles will be gradually ironed out. Yet new diffil
cnlhes JThilribeen emerging with noteworthy, regularity, and the
trend shotkt no sign of abating. The most recent problems Are those
related to decomfnissioning radioactive facilities mills, enrichment
plants, fuel fabriCation facilities, reactors, and reprocessing plants
at the end, of their usefulness. These cola will surely be large. 'The
U.S. government is paying about' SSA million to clean up residues'
from inoperative uranium mills. The cost of decommissioning a

by
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"People ignore the iuyi for the same
-reasons that fish ignore water: it is

abundant, free, and dependable."

. ./- , . ...

commercial fuel-reprocessing p ri New York has been estimated
to be as high as $600 million. Dismantling alsingle reactotcould 2'
cost, as much as $4p, million. And estimates Of the cost of ciccom-

, miss,ioning the Hanfqrd facilities in the-state. of Washington (not
incldding the .disposal of ,71 million gallOns of highly radioactive
waste) run to $4 *Ilion Ts . ' ,.

..
.

As the. evidence 'mounts, commercial nuclear power looks more aiid
more !Ikea costly mistake. It is a mistake that the financiall1 stropped

` ' Third World would do well to avoid.
_ .1

i '.
..-----

/Sustainable Sources of Energy 4, A--,

41 , , -
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Every home is 4 golar home. People think they heat their home, with
, filed, -oil, or other fuels, but 95 percent of their warmth comes
from sunlight. In a- sunless world, each dwelling would be 240°C4-

low zero before the furnace was turned on. The domiciles of -solit
4 pioneers" simply use the 's'un's heat a littl%more efficiently than do

the c'onvtp,tionaltomes of their neighbors.' . . ,
.

*If the sunlight' that grows our food and fiber crops, the wind that
blots swollen rain clouds to the mountains, and the firewood that

. provides half the world's population with most of its energy were
. measured by our energy accountapts, conventional fuel 4se would

appear insignificant. Every' day the sun deliyers to the earth thou-
sands of times as much energy as we currently-derive.from all other
sources.' 4

. ,: -
e

The neglect.- of the sun by statisticians is not the result of an elaborate
conspiracy of ail -gice. PeoPly ignore the s'un for the sajne reasons
that fish troreLater: it is abunchrnt, free, and dependable. With

. some Mior fluctuations, the sun has bestowed its bounty on the
earth for four billion years, and this generosity is expected to extend .
for' several billion more. Even the sun's inconsistency is regional and

e seasonal, not arbitrary ,or politicaland it can therefore be anticipated
and planned for. ; Imanw

000
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This solar influx can be harnessed directly as sunlight and indirectly
asNalling water and green plants. Every essential technological in-
gredient for a commercial solar system has existed for more than a
decade, although many hake not yet benefited, from economies of
mass proddcfion.

The issue today-4s whether we will adopt the necessary policies to
6 develop these resources, or ether vested interests will coerce our"continued reliance on s es that are dangerous, vulnerable to dis-

ruption, and uLtirriat unsustainable.

Solar 'energy sources produce no bomb-grade materials or radioactive
wastes They do not fiollute, explode, or cause cancer. Dispersed
flux the points of end use, they are not easily disrupted by acts of

. God pr man. Had industrial civilization been built upon such forms
of erfergy "income" instead of on the energy stored in conventional
fuelt any proposal to turn to coal or uranium 'For the world's future
eneogli would doubtless be viewed 'with increcitility and horror. The
current prospect, however, is the reversea Wft from trouble-ridden
sources to safe, sustainable ones.

Many decentralized solar technologies already exist for both urban .
and rural application. These can provide 'energy as heat, liquid or
gaseous fuel, mechanical work, or electricity. The quality of energy
sought frOm the sun and the costs of collecting, converting, ancti;
storing that energy usually correlate directly: the higher the desired ''"'
quality, the higher the cost. Sources and uses must therefore be care-, fully matched, so that expensive, high-quality energy (e.g., electricity) , '
is not wasted on jobs that do not require it.29

The simplest task to accomplish with sunlight is to provide heat'. , t
Sunshine can warm homes and workplaces, dry grail or provide in-
dustrial process heat. Solar heating is often disparaged as a tech-
nology of little cons uence, but the relevant data prove otherwise:
most of the fuel bur around the world provides heat at tempera-
tures that solar collect could easily achieve.

0.)
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Solar water heaters can bcnufactured rather easily using ma-
terials 'that are either indig to the Third World or else recycled. 2:
Collectors made of old window panes,,serap metal, wood, and bam-

. boo have worked effectively in some places. More sophisticated col-
lectors can be mass produced fairly inexpensively. Japan, Israel,
Australia, and the United States all have large and growing manu-

-' facturing car*ties. About '20percent of Israel',s homes now employ
solar water heaters. In Australia, the use of tSs technology is now

,required by lat on- nevy buildings iR the NorthernTerritory. Japan
today has abort two million units installed, and annual Sales equal
several h ndred thousand. Niger makes commercial solar water heat-
ers, but' ause they are costly, the devices are used mainly to meet
the nee f tourists.'°

The United States has the world's most expensive solar water heating
- systems (with costs ranging from $10 to more than $30 per square

foot of commercial collector) and 'comparatively inexpensive elec--
tricity. Yet recent U.S. studies have found solar water heaters to have,'
an economic edge over electric,water heaters.31 If water temperatures'
no higher than 50°C (about 120°F) are required, mach 41eaper sys-,
tems will suffice.

Washing dishes, utensils, and hands with hot water leads to a higher
. level of personal hygiene and a lower incidence of disease. Washirt

clothes with soap in warm water diminishes the amount of agitation'
needed to get them clean, thereby extending the .garments' useful
lives. While temperatures above the boiling point of waters be
produced using Ncusing collectors, such. collectors are difficait to
manufacture from local materials. So where extremely hot water is
needed, it may make more sense today first ttpteheat the water with
a simple solar collector and then to use combustible fuel to provide
the additional heat.

Sunshine can also be used, to heat, buildings. Although the Third
World is thought by many to consist only of hot equatorial coun-
tries, buildings in the Atvties, the Himalayas, Northern China, and
most areas to the south of the Tropic of Capricorn have significant

1,
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space-heating ,requirements These, can be met using any of several
24 solar options. ,,"Passive" solar heating systems store energy right

where sunlighlt, Impinges on the building's walls and floors; such.
systems are designed to shield the structure from unwanted summer
heat while capturing and retaining the sun's warmth during the
colder winter months,. Such -designs, with windows facing the
equator, carefully placed overhangs, and features that -rely upon pre-'
vailing winds, are part of the architectural heritage of many develop-
ing countries. This heritage underscores the fact that it generally costs
no rrlere to build a home intelligently than to build it foolishly. Fuel
savirTgs of 50 percent and increased comfort ate common where,such

ei designs are *used. "Active" systems, in contrast, use solar collectors
to capture sunlight and then transport it (,using air or water as the
medium) to a storage area, where it is later tapped as needed. Active
systems are currentlfy comparatively expensive, and most Xhird
World residents will find it thdper to fulfill their remaining heating
needs (after employing passive solar designs) with firewood or othir
combustible fuels.

Solar cookers, most of which are parabolic mirrors that reflect and
concentrate sunlight onto a grid or a pot,. are simple and relatively
cheap to build Alined toward the unobstructed sun, they cannot fail
to work. Yet, for several reasons, they have riever been successfully
employed in the Third World. The use of solar cookers requires the
adoption of new methods of *meal preparation, and restricts cooking
times to daylight hours. So it is not entirely surprising that in pro-
grams in Mexico and India, the cookers failed to win acceptance even
when,they were given away,

Slightly more sophisticated approaches that require fewer sacrifices
-or adjustments on the part of the users are now under development.,
Volunteers in-Technical Assistance. U.S. group interested in devel-
oping and promoting appropriate technology', is Working on an un-
complicated acid storage-battery. When heated with a simple Fresnel ,
lens, water evaporates from the acid to a separate compartment. At
meal-pfeparation time, 'the device is turned upside down, the water is
gradually recombined with the acid, and great amounts of heat are

24,



"Sunlight can be used to cool things as\
well as to warm them."

given off. Other approaches receiving attention ai.e slow reflective
cookers, baking ovens, and stew pots

Sunlight can be used to cool allint)r- as well as to warm them. Evapo-
rative cooling for food storage and for personal comfort costs. rela-
tively little. It is particularly practical in hot, dry climates.. More
sophisticated technologies that produce lower temperatures are sold
commercially in the .United States and Japan. These solar absorption
cooling systems are being employed in many new solar houses in
industrial - countries, and small versions could provide cost-effectivi
refrigeration in 'developing lands, v4iere keeping perishable 'food=
stuffs and medicines is as difficult as it is important. Such systems
have-the advantage of worlling most effectively. when the-sun is
brightest. and cooling needs are greatest. (Large solar absorption air
conditioners aire now being plannid for use in a hotel in Khartoum
and at the U.S. embassy in Ouagadougou, -Upper Volta.)

Poor water quality is a common pr led) in the Third World, and
finding fresh water is perennially a mIjor problem in the world's dew
ert regions. The technology of solar stills is elementary: s
is used to evaporate water and then the corkdensate is c ted.
Such a still operated successfully in Chile from 1692 for abMit three
decades. Although' maintenance costs are low and kel ' are zero,s
.the initial capital investment is very high. The stills', monstratei no
economies of scale, and show only limited promisglor economies of

_mass production until new designs and materials are introduced.
Distilled water from solar stills with 30-year lif es still costs about
$4.50 pef thousand gallonsthree times the t of water distilled at
a large fossil-fueled facility. However, for sm *ale applications, solar
stills are already competitive. The University of the Philippines is
conducting irmovativi research on low-co,t stills and several industri-
al countries are experimenting witrmoie,advanced de'Signs.32

.
For thousands of years, people have been using the sun to dry grain,
fruit, and timber. But traditional, open -air methods are slow, and
the food sometimes decays beforfr it dries. SiMple solar collectors
pee up the Arying process and allow it to take place in confined

structures where theft by rodents is minimized and rain is kept out.
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All ofof these heating and cooling technoTogies capture sun t in the
26 formof low temperature heat, but other technologies can provide high

terriperature4.' Concentrating 9olleetots, which track the son along one
axis, can, prolide beat in_thf range of 100° to 300°Ctemperatures
sufficient to meet any need-re-44 food, textile, chemical, and other
industries. Such systems are now commerciAlly available in the
United States and are being applied in a' Soup-canning plant in Cal-
ifornia, a fabric-drying facility in Alabama, and t concrete-block fac-
tory in PennsylVania. Such 'equipment could meet many of the energy
needs of the various industries in the sunlight-rich 'Thir4 World:- A
study .commissioned by the Ford Foundation contends -solar col-
lectors will first see widespread use in India in industrial applica-,
tions.33 -

Solar collectors and solar ponds can provide a power' source for
various heat engines that can, in- turn, convert this energy into 11seful
worksuCh as-pumping water or generating electricity. A 37-kilowatt
(50-horsepower) irrigation pume, was built and operated in Egypt in
1912. A French company is now marketing one-to-three-kilowatt solar
water pumps for $15,000 per kilowatt. Battelle Memoriar,Institute
recently built a 38-kilowatt solar pump prototype for about $7,000,
per kilowitt and calculates it could be mass'-produced for $2,000'per
kilowatt. AnAmerican company now sells 10-kilowatt pumps for
$4,000 reF'kilowatt, and. expects the price to fall to $1,250 -per
kilowatt with mass production.34

Decentralized solar-thermaldeviCes can be used to generate electricity, .
but conversioiti efficiencies are necessarily low. This technology ap-
pears to be most promising in applications where the unwed heat
collected can be productively employed, as it can for space heatingor
industrial purposes.33

z

The most exciting solar-electric device is the 'photovoltaic (or solar)
cellnow the principal power source of orbiting space satellites, that
carry much of the world4s international telecommunication traffic.
Such cells,generate,electricity directly when strucleby sunlight. They-
have no moving parts, consume no fuel, produce no "pollulion,op-
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erate at ambient temperatures, last a long time, recluire little' plaitUe-.
nonce, and usually consist of silicon, the second- most abundant 'ele-
ment in the'earth's crust.36 -

Solar cells are generally rated in runs of peak poWerhow much
electrical wattage they produce in direct sunlight. The energy can be
stored in batteries and used-as needed. If,the power is required evenly
around the clock, abut 5 peak watts of capacity wilt bet required for
every average watt desired. Fortunately, few activities use 'energy.,evenly around the clock, most energy demand is concentrated in day:
light hours when'the sun is directly available.

Solar cells are economical- today only for remote applications, such
as pipelings, drilling rigs, signal buoys, forestry stations, and Third `
World villages. They have been successfully employed to power edu-
catiOnal television receivers in India and Niger, raditi transmitters in
the Andes, water' purls -in Upper Volta, and refrigerators for storing
medical supplies on an Indian reservation iti-Arizona.

Photovoltaic cells are 'modular by nature, and little is to be gained
by grotping large masses of cells at a sipgle collection site. On the
contrary, the technology is most sensibly applied-in a decentralized
fashionperhaps incorporated in the roofs of buildingsso,. that
'transmission and Nrage problems can be rifthimized. With decentral-
ized use, the four-fifths or more'of the sunlight hitting them that such.
cells currently cannot convert intovlectricity can be hattessed for
space heating and cooling, water heating, and refrigeration.

The manufacture of photovoltaic 'cells, is a low volume business, and
the products.are consequently rather expensive. But costs fell from an
astronomical $500, per peak watt a few years 'ago to.as low as $13.50
per peak watt in 1977, as volume grew to its current modest level."

The U.S., Department Energy expects price reductions to $1-2 per
iteak watt by 1480; 50t by 1986, and 10-30c by 1990.38 At today's

'ces, solar cellowcan be economically applied to. specialized Third t

:. .
orld needs; at. the expected r2q7 price, they should see . widg /

.
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application in developing countrieA; and at the 1990 price they eould
capture the lion's tgare of the international electrical generating mar-
ket. As the prospect' for solar cells has 'brightened, some of the
-smart money" in American industry-has seen the light.39

Solar energy can also be harvested indirectly' in falling water, the
wind, And plants grown as fuel. Wafer wheels have been used for mil-
lennia for such purposes as grinding grain, and locally built mills are
still in use in sonitotountries, including parts- of Afghanistan and
Turkey, where they are rather common. Water turbines spin much
faster than w r wheels and are used mostly to generate electricity.
Units, smaller tha kilowatts may account fore -one -third of all
hydroelectricity in Chiha. ne report claims that the number of suLh
facilities has grown from a t al of 15,000 in 1968' to 35,000 by 1972
to more than 50,000 by 19 4. he dams for virtually all these plants.
have beers locally built, usually o earthf111.40 , #

. . -- .

The potential of small-scale hydropower technologies Ilas never
been thoroughly studied.Most research has focused strictly on iden-

' tifying optimal sites for huge dams and. storage ,reservoirs. But now
that these large facilities are running up againsf major problemsthe
flooding of good agricultural lands, the displacethent of vast num-
bers of people, and the spread of schistosomiasisnew attention is, ".
being paid to alternatives of less elOhantitie flimensionk. A recent
report bylaw U.S. 4rmy Corps of'Engineers found that in the United
States 547000 .megawatts of generating capacity: could be installed at
more ))1 n 50,000 existing dams 25 feet or 'higher (built for agricul-

`tural p oses or flood control rather than for power).' Installed,'
U.S. n ear generating capaCity, by comparison,' is only 48,000
megawatts!'

Especially in the mountainous tributary regions of the Third World,
small -scale hydropoWer technologies appear to hold great promise.
The units, available from China, West Germany. Britain, or the
United States, are relatively inexpensiye. and local labor can build
the needed dams and divertolected streams.

_
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"Smaller windmills produce power in
much slower winds, and thus can operate

a higher percentage of the time."

4
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Machines to tap the energy in the wind, like those that harness water
power, are of two basic types: mills and turbines. Windmills turn 29
slowly and are used for high- torque work like pumping water. Wind -
turbines turn' much more rapidly and are ordinarily used to tenerate
electricity.. Wiqd power production increases with the square of
propeller's size, so large wind Machines produce far more energy than
dd small ones. Moreover, wind power increases with the cube of ti
velocity; thusC,a 10-meter-per-second wind produces eight tintes as
much power. as a 5-meter-per-secbnd breeze does. Some- wind power
enthusiasts therefore think exclusively in terms of huge turbines on
very windy sites. A recent survey of large U.S. 'corporations conduct-
ing wind power research disclosed that only one of them had any in-
terest in small or intermediate sized turbines." But they "think big"
.approach'is not necessarily appropriate for either the 'agrarian or the
industrial world. The crucial question is how much energy is har-
nessed per dollar of investment. Increasessjir output are desirable
only if the value of the additional energy extracted exceeds the extra
cost, and economic optimization need not mean giant turbine's. Small-,

er windmills would lend themselves more easily than large ones to
mass production or to local construction ffom available materials.
They also produce powevIkirtl much slower winds, and thus can op-
erate a higher percentage of the time.

Wind machines have had 'a distinctly mixed history in the Third
World. Because of poor maintenance and shortages of parts, wind-
mills have been abandoned in Mali and Uganda. InTanzania, the
selection of windmills unsuited for local wind conditions led to
chronic problems, and most of those in Isolated regions appear -to
have broken down. On the other hand, another Tanzanian program
appears to have worked quite well, and success stories have also been
reported put of Zambia and Argentina. Of particular interest is the

*occasional smooth transfer of a successful low technology from one
region to another. For example, the Geleb people in the Omo River'
region of Ethiopia have begun building a sail-wing windmill to-pump
water, adopting a design that has been in use for hundreds of years on
Crete."The Ethiopian wind-pumpers are constructed of local materials
and appear to be performing admirably."
a
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Small-scale wind turbines to produce electricity cost as'little $500
per kilowatt for'15-kilowatt generators. When coupled with hydro-
power as a back-up, intermediate -sized wind machines are today an
economical source of electricity, even in the indolnal world. Future
economiesperhaps of scaleftand certainly of mass proBuction
should lower costs.rO

A final option is to harness sunlight indirectly by tapping the solar'
energy stored in the chemical bonds of green plantOne such ener-
gy source is firewood,' which already contributes about 15 pet:cent as
much commercial energy each year as crotthe fossil fuels. Ambitious.
"plant power" plans abound. Brazil, for example, hopes to grow
sugar cane and cassava for their energy content and.to convert them
into ethanol. By the year 2000, it hopes to substitute the'.resulting
alcohol for all its imported gasoline. The Philippines plans to use
coconut husks as fuel for electrical power plants.'The annual crop
could displace two million tons of imported diesel fuel.

BiogasOrchnologies emplo,lanaerobic bacteria to digest animal dung,
huma xcreta, and other organic wastes td prodlice methane, the
chemical equivalent of natural gas. The residue of the process is a

. high guilty fertilizer, 4ree of many of the patb.Qgens and weed seeds
originally among its ingredients.44

Development of biogas technology has Keen cacrietrarthest in China,,
despite the fact thr China's cjimate.i4 far from ideal for this technolo-
gy. The fast atteffpt to propfote the technology i'tt 1958 failed, but in
1970-72, a few hundred biogas plants were built in Szechwan. So suc-
cessful were they that a national program was begun in earnest. By
mid -1975, 100,000 biogas technicians had been trained. In May 1977,
the New China News Agency reported 4.3 ,million working units
many 'of them communal plants producing up to 100 cubic meters of
gas per day, each able to meet the needs of 50 Chinese peasants. Re-
cent reports indicate that 17 million people use bio s for cooking
and lighting in Szechwan province allope,* The capi st of a ten-
cubic-meter tank to serve a 5-person family is betwe 15 and $20,
depending upon the materials used. Costs have fallen y more ,than
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half in the last five years In Hunan province, such a biogas plant.is
exptcted to save a typical fainily 40 person-days and about $],5 per
year P.3

Biogas technologies are well understood, and they are reliable within'''.
certa4n temperature ranges if appropriate mixtures of ingredients are
fed into the system and toxic contaminants are kept out'. But social

`obstacles, including an unwillingness in some cultures to handle
dung, impede their use. The dung from 4t least three head of cattle (or
equiValent organic matter from another source) is needed for the
smallest economical digester, and the technology makes most sense
where cattle are kept in, enclosed areas. Poor people.cannot. make
profitable use of an individual digesler;.,and even in village collectives,
agreemeRts regarding the collection of dting,' the use of equipment,
and the distribution of the resulting fUel and fertijizer must be ham-
mered out

today y is the
political anc1 economic commitment to build a sustainable energy
system.

Energy Priorities fin the Third World

The Third World .faces difficult energy choices. With little capital,
few trained technicians, scanty infraktructure, inadequate reserves of
conventional fuelsand a large and rapidly growing population, it has
little argin for error. Any commitment of resources to one energy
option ill necessarily deny them to another.

Energy is the means to an end; it is not valued in itself, but only for
the work ican Rerform. To construct an intelligent energy policy for
any society, plannits must first ask what work needs to be done, and
.then determine how much energy in what TOTm will be required to
perform it. These requirements then can be matched against the-en-
ergy sources available, and reasonable choices can be made.

.1$
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t' ;The basic human, needs are

.
for food, clean water, sfrelter,.and Kealtr

32 Once these have been. satisfied, societies can choose, -feom a 'variety of
other passible energy uses on which lo Spend , remaining enerr
supplies:Since societies have different human and physical resources,
some will pursue different goals than others. Sortie will emphasiie ag-
Ticulture, others Industry, still others' seivices'Asuh 'as banking or
tourism). ', .0 , .

- -. .
, -I . . 1...'

Satisfying, .basic needs 'requires very littl n fy/Moreover,. these
needs can be easily met in the Third' Wor es' judiciriily the

, sustainable energy sources with., which it is , ,. .. aptly endowed.
Most,o1 these resources are ratifier diffuse anear comparatively dif-
ficult 'to ,harness to provide the energy heeds of 1 rge cities.-B.ut, for-

- tuitously,- the overwhelming majority .of the p pulations. of most
" aeThird Wild countries inhabit-small virlaps in rittil areas.

Yet, most Third World capital expenitutes for energy are now being
a'

sunk' into centralized facilities designed to serve:large urban-conglom-
erations. Bath these biases toward assignibg toprprjority to the need
of urban areas- shduld be reversed, although the task will be difficult.
'Those in 'power alWays wane big accomplishmentsscientific ac7,'
cornprishments and politigally M.C. Gupta,
Director of ,the Thermodynamic Labortiory eat the Indian' Institute of
Technology. Cities are more 'visible" 'than' villages ancrurbanites
also tend to be better educated' and better organized Politically than
tfie inhabitants of the,surrotinding countryside. (On the othej hand,:
successful modern revolutionsas opposed to 'riots or coups d'etat
have more frequently been carried . out by a disenchanted peasantry
thin by a rebellious urban proletariat.) If the greatest idod for the ,
greatest number is to be the-aim, highest priority among investments
in new energy source's should be given to decentralized facilities de-
signed to provide oa-site power to remote rural villages where most
peopTi I . '

In the past, most capital dedicated to energy has been- spent on con-
ventional energy sources, even in countries that were 90 percent

, dependent upon renewable sources- Resources desperately needed for
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. reforestation prVecis mild small-scale hydroelectric facilities and vil-
lage wind turbines have been squandered on technologies poorly
matched to the real needs of-most people in the Third World. Officials
have not wanted to settle for.!'second-rate" renewable energy sources
while the,industrial world flourished on oil and nuclear power.

Many attitudinal impediments to the use of solar, technologies may
now be vanishing as the global south begins developing its own re-
search and. development capacity, and. as the risks of dependence
on oil and nuclear power become clear. The resulting indigenou
technologies may prove to be more compatible than bOrrowed
chines and methods with Third World needs and goals. Brazil's lair
ethanol program, India* gobar gas plants, and Saudi Arabia's grow-
ing fascination with solar electric technolOgies can be all read as signs
of an interest in renewable energy resources that bodes well for the
future. In additiOn, the simultaneous shortages of-firewOod and petro-
leum further encourage Third World interest in solar solutions. Final-
ly, many Third World leaders may be_recognizing that it would be
foolhardy to base their energy-development plans upon an energy
source with no future.

It is as important for the Third World as it is for"the industrial world
to view energy conservation as a legitimalte object of massive public
support., Because energy must be invested in order to deliver energy:.
ifi a useful formfirewood .requires long walks with heavy bundles;

--coal must be 'mined and transported a unit of energy saved in. end.
use will additionally save the energy 'Othetwise lost in the production
process. In the case ,of .firewood, conservation reduces a burden that
in most cultures falls disproportionately upott women and children
who do the gathering. Investments in conservation, such as pressure
cookers and more efficient stoves, will'almost invariably save more
energy than similar investments to increase supplies would produCe.47

Slenergy and epergrconservation present the Third World with
new opportunities, but technological innovations pr ide benefits
only to those who can afford them. The agricultural (keen Revolu-
tion, for example, vastly increased foOd production in many areas of
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. .
the world, but the incremental wealth often served solely to make

34 the rich richer. r P
So too, the introduction of renewable energy tegthnologies can
briqg disproportionate benefits to the rich. In' fa'ct, it can easily

ir
leave the poor worse off, in both relative and absolute terms. Con-
sider, for example, biogas plantsA perfect textbook case of an appro-
priately-scaled renewable .energy technology. "Gobar" gas plants,
experifftented with in India since the 1940s," use anaerobic bacteria to
convert cow dung into combustible gas and rich fertilizer. The gas is

. a more useful fuel than is dried dung when burned directly, and the
fertilizer produced is more valuable than dung would be if it were
'returned directly to the fields. But, especially in the early years, this
technology was adopted and used to advantage only by relatively rich
farmers (Even today, individual plants are limited to families who

-- own at least three cows.) Meanwhile, dung, which was formerly
worthless to (the rich, acquired a,value, and the poof were no longer
able to find it along the rpedside. A partial answer has been for the
government to provide hjklier. subsidies to the poor than to the rich,
thus allowin&A larger fraction of the rural populace to take advantage

'of-the technoTogy. The highest subsidies are reserved for communities
that elect to build cooperative plants (although the truly destitute are

"often excluded even from these). BUt where measures to ensure a
-., reasonably equitable distribution of the benefits. from the technology

are not taken when it is introduced, this exceptionally attractive and
relatively inexpensive energy source can work td the genuine dis,
advantage of nsuch'of the rural populetion.48

iSales of the French sqlar pump marketed by SOFRETES have had
s filar consequences. Sales are now being subsidized in order to build
a large market, and mass production is expected to lower the pump's
c st from the' present $40,000 to less than $8,000. But even $8,000

an almost incivable sum'of money. to most of the world's rural
poor. Indeed, most large' villaps would have trouble raising this
amount. In the Mauritanian village where the first such commercial'
pump was installed, water used to be free, and children were respon-
sible for carrying it to their homes from the well. But the two richest
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"New, energy sources do not constitute a
simple technical fix to the world's most

difficult social and economic problem: the
uneven distribution of wealth.".

inhabitants of the village have now taken control of Aie pipeline, and
they are selling their nei0bars water and denying children the chance
to contribute to the well-being of the community.9

/'
Objections gnd reservations cart, of course, be raised against any new
source of energy, Whether a nu,plear reactor or a simple solar water
heater. Capital must be invested to reap the advantages any tech-

(

ndlogy can bestow, apd people who earn less than 50t a day will
have trouble saving any money for investment. But to recognize
the obstacles, is not to argue against the development of new energy .

7--sThsco ces. It is, rather, to acknowledge that new energy sources do not-
coWitute a simple technical fi to the world's most difficult social
an ecdnomic-problem'..tbe uneven distribution of wealth. Co se-

liquently,if profound 'social change does not accompany the intr uc-
tiori of biogas plants, windroills, or photovoltaics, only the ric will
have energy. The wedge driven into the income gap; as a result may
read tp a more painful_readjustment later.

HOs4ver, it must berecognized that solar; energy, resources are in-
herently-more egalitarian than their alternatives. They are abundant
throughout the Third World and require no expensive transmission
rid or pipeline stem to distribute. They are, by nature, anti-

monopolistic. Moreover, the greatest division 6' e tween rich and poor
is that which separates urban dwellers from rural inhabitants; and
renewable resources are, in general, most easily tapped to meet rural
needs.

I

Perhaps the most iffitult problem is trat of distributing capitals to
those who -most it. Central governments can much, more easily'
spend their xeven n a handful of gigantic projects than on mil-
lions of 'smaller oneswhatever the relative payoffs o he two,tstrate-
gies. This problem, however, is not intractable, as e success of
decentralized technologies in China demonstrates.

If means can be found to give everyone access tesolar technologies
and energy-saving equipment, a constructive process Bf self-multipli-
cation will begin. Once installed, such technologies will begin tp seve
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the purchaser money. These savings, in turn, can be invested in still
more equipment, thus multiplying the savings. The end result could
provide a meaningful contribution to the solar transitiou.

Since investment funds tend to become available where energy is
available, a transition to gentle; sustainable energy sources could
bring with it vast developmental benefits for the Third'y'Vorld. Where-
as complex nuclear and coal-based technologies would divert a major
stream of scarce capital to the industrial world, the deve4ment of
safe and sustainable indigenous sources could cause invesffnent dol-j Lars to flow in the other direction. Many primary industries now
compete vigorously for the right to build plants in the Middle East,
less to penetrate the region's small markets than to be assured of a
supply of fuel. As renewable sources attract more adherents, hard
currencies can be expected to flow to the world's richest sources of
sunlight,_wihd, water, and biomass, and many of thesPare located in
the Third World.

F
The end of the oil age is within vit,/, and the Third World,amply
endowed with the energy sources that are likely to dominate the next

,major energy era, need not fear that end. The critically important
problem is to begin the solar transition e enough and pursue it
vigorously enough to have a viable syste place by the time it is
needed. No higher use could be made of the orld s remaining petro-
leum than to mine, refine, and fabricate, the materials the world will
need to build a sustainable energy system.
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1. While dreadfully low, energy use in the world's poorer countries is higher
than official statistics suggest. Data are usually compiled only for fuels
commonly used in the industrial world, and in many Third World countries
such conventional sources count for only a smallfractipn of total energy use.
According to the standard U.N. reference volume, World Energy Supplies:
1950-1974, the typical American Uses 164 limes as much energy as the average
Tanzanian and 957 times as much as the average Nepalese. However, ao.

, cording to D.F. Earl,' Forest Energy and Economic Development (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1975), firewood accounts for an estimated 96 percent of
all the fuel used in both Tanzania and Nepal, and firewood is not even

'mentioned in the U.N. tables. When alb energy is ...sounted, the average
American uses about 40 times is much energy as the average Nepalese.

/

For sub-national geographical 'areas, the comparisons are more dramatic.
In northern Nigeria, non-commercial energy is thought to outweigh con-
ventional forms ofe energy by nearly 160 to one. In parts of rural Bolivia,
unconventional sources provide the energy- equivalent of 1,236 kilo-
grams of coal per capita each year. But because they consume no oil, gas, or

,coal, these Bolivians are assumed for statistical purposes to use no energy
at all. See Roger Revelle,f Requirements foe Energy in the Rural Areasof De-
veloping CotiMries," in Norman L. Brawn, ed., Renewable Energy Resources
and Rural Applications in the Developing World (Washington, D.0 :Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science, 1976). The most current,
comprehensive, and balanced asse%sment of _Third World energy prospects
I have read'is an October 31, 1977, draft report to the Rockefeller Founda-
tion by James licpw.e, James Beaver, William Knowland, and James Tarrant of
the Overseas Development Council. Entitled Energy for Developing Coun-
tries, the 330-page manuscript is scheduled for publication in 1978.

2. In several independent studies of global energy prospects, similar/ conclu-
sions about oil depletioh rates are drawn. See, particularly, the comprehen-
sive r=eport of the Workshop on Altediative Energy Strptegies, Energy: global
Prospects 1985-2000 (New York: McGraw -Hill, 1977).

0
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3. The energy/GNP ratio of a country varies with climate, economi strucr
ture, choice of technology, lifestyle, and other variables. The conf sion is
compounded in the Third World, where much of the national product is bar-
tered (and hence not counted in GNP) and whtre official exchange rates often
do not reflect true values See Irving B. Kravis et al., A System of Interna-
tional comparisons of Gross National Product and Purchasing Power
(Baltimore: John Hopkins Press for the World-Bank, 105). Statistical conver-
sions of conventional and traditional energy sources. are particularly confus-
ing. In much of East Africa, for example, people who cooked with kerosene
five years ago have now reverted to using charcoal. This switch has caused ,
some inconvenience, but not serious 'hardship. But because charCoar con=
sumption,is not.recordedn official statistics, energy use appears to have de-
clined dramatically.

(-:`
4. Barbara Ward, The Home of Man (New 'York:W. W. Norx41976).

5,. Just six countriesIndia, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, . utlizKorea, and
Taiwanuse half of all electricity consumed by 110 devel itieliations. The
World Bank estimates that, As of 1971, rural electiificati progeams had
reached about 12 peretnt of the people in the rural Third orld: 2.3 percent
in Latin America, 15 percent in Asia, 15 percent in the Middl East and North
Africa, and 4 percent in sub-Saharan Africa. (Only half f those "within
reach" can afford to buy power.) If sievice spreads as ex ected at bout
w1 trlesrcttelinthepewrtroaurlt ethiretet-icfoturtehts

the
tcheenturural reesnif

See
ilts of e Third'World

I Eleatrificptioni
(Washington, D.C.: World Sank, Octobef 1975). Nonetheless, invest-'
ments in electric-power tapacity -4ipically constitute 60;;80 . percent of
all national energy investments in developing countries, even' thbse in which
the vast majority of people have no electrical outlets. See 'dimir Baum,
"Energy in Developing Countries: Prospects an Problems, presented to
the International Conference on Nuclear Power and Its Fuel Cycle, Salzburg,

ustria, M'ay 2-13, 1977.

HoweJames Howe and Norman Browii, "Solar Energy for African Village De-
veloP`ment," Science, in press, for photovoltaic cost forecast, see E.R.D.A.
Annparcements, September 30, 1977.

(0/7. Charles Weiss and Simon Pak, "Developing Cobntry Applications of
Photbvoltaic Cells,' paper ptesented to t.R D.A., January 20, 1976; Douglas
V. Stnith, "Photovoltaic Power in Less Developed Countries," Lincoln Lab-
oratory, .Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., March
24, 1977.
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8. Poi( example, the InternatiOnal Development Association charges 9.75
percent Interest on loans, with 10 years' grace and 40 years to repay.

9..ArjUn Makhijani with Alan 'Poole, Energy and Agriculture in the Third
World (Cambridge, Mass Ballinger Publishing Cdmpany, 1975).' The
authors also argue that adopting such a policy would mitigate pressure on
farmers to have large families. Although in everyone's best interest, job
creation is not guaranteed. Villagers unable to -ley or rent land have no
income 'or political leverage except at times of peak demand. If machinery
is used to shave the peak labor demand and alternative employment is not
provided, the poorest will either move to the city or -starve or both. Clearly,

7employment opportunities must be made aviilahle at the time thatitrlabor-saving technologies are introduced.

lb. F de Winter and J.W. de Winter, eds, Description of the Solar Energy
R&D" Programs in. Many Nations (Santa Clara, California. Atlas corpora-.tion, February 1976).

11. Denis Goulet, The Uncertain Promise: Value Conflicts in Technology
Transfer (New York: IDOC/North America, in cooperation with the Over-
seas Development Council, 1977); E.F. Schumacher, Small is Beautiful: Eco-
nomics as if People Mattered (London: Blond and Briggs, Ltt, 1973).

12. iharcoar and firewood shortages are examined by Erik Eckholm in The
Othrr Energy Crisis: Firewood (Washington, D.C.: Wosldwatch Institute,
September 1975). Some particularly acute forage problems are discussed by
Eckholm anti Lester R. Browit in Spreading Deserts The Hand of Man
(Washington, . Vlierldwatck Institute, August 1977). (I have never seen
a cbmprehens e survey of future forage availability, yet forage is.the "fuel"
that drives *rd 'World agriculture. According to the Asian Agricultural
Survey: 106 ( anilar Asian Development Bank,' April 1977), in 1972 in
India,' 130,000 actors provided less than three mil 'on horsepower while.
85 million drift aniMals provided an estimated 34 million- horsepower.)
These issues are put into useful perspective in Lester -11. Brown,"The Twenty-

a Ninth Day (New York: W. W Norton, 1978).

14. Food and Agriculture Organization, World Forest Inventory, 1963
, (Rome: 1965).
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14. Keith Openshaw, "Wood Fuels the Developing World," New Scientist,
Januarc 31, 1974. See also Alan Poole, "Bioenergy in Underdeveloped Coun-
tries," privately ciicilated_sper from Institute for Energy Analysis, Wash-
ington, D.C., 1977. In a Sffidy of fuelwood consumption in a Tanzanian ail-
loge, Patrick and Anne Fleuret found that each villager would have to plant
about seven trees a year-to keep pace with current usage. "Fuelwood Usage
in a Peasant Village," submitted to Journal of Developing.Areas, 1977.

. .
15. For a more ,comprehensive discussion of deforestation, see Erik Eckholm,
Losing Ground: Environmental Stress and 'World Food Prospects (New
York; W. W. Norton, 1976).

16. David 0. Beim, "Rescuing the Li5Cs," Foreign Affairs, July 1977; James
Howe, "The Energy Crisis' of Non-OPEC Developing Countries -land U.S.. '
Policy Decisions," statement before the Ways and Means Committee of the
U.S. House of.Representatives, May 19, 1977.

,17. Similar thinking is beginning to emerge in industrial countries where
new oil supPlies are being ancovered. See, for example, Andrew M. Gamble
and David E. Gamble, Towards a Sustainable-State Ecionomy in the 'United
Kingdom, a Mitchell Prize Winner at the Alternatives to Growth t77 Con-
ference, The Woodlands, Texas, October 2-4, 1977. ...

, -

18. Denis Hafts, Rays of Hope (New York: W. W. Norton, f947). A more
technical treatment of the world's foss)l fuel resources can be found in D.C.
Ion, Atailabiloy of W.orld Energy Resources (London: Graham & Tiotman,
1976). _

.., . .
19. National Academy of Sciences, 'Energy and Climate (Washington, D.C.:
1977) I, N .

. ei
20., For,I.A.E.A.'s projections for the Third World and a general overview o f.,

. the agency's perception of the 'proliferation Problerti, see J.A. Lap et as., "Nu-
deaf Power in Developing Countries," presented to the International Con-
ference on Nuclear Power Nod its Fuer, Cycle, Salzburg, Austria, Mpy 243,
1977. For more skeptical appraisals, see Ted Greenwood, Harold A. Feive-
son; and Theodore B. Taylor, Nuclear Proliferation: Motivations, Capabilities
and Strategies for Control (New York: McGraw-Hill for the Council on For
,eign Relations, 1977); Nuclear Energy Policy -Study Grou , Nuclear Power:
Issues and Choices (Cambridge, "M4ss . Ballinger Pu king Com y,
1977); Stockholm Inteinational Peace 'Research Institute, he Nude ge
(Combridge, Mass.*The M.I.T. Presi,O974). 4., %II.'
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21. Denis Haytts, Nuclear PoWer: The ;fifth Hors
Worldwatchinstitute, May 1976). 4

t2 . toms and John H. Price, Non-Nuclear Futures (Cambridge,
Mass.: Ba lishing Company, 1975). . .

23 Roya om issiort on Encrironinesttal Pollution, Nuclear .Powerend the
____ virbnnient (London:1-1er Majesty's Stationery Office, 1976). ,atn., ...

4--''24. Fecitral Energy Administratibn, A RePort on Improving the Pr ctivity
'of Electric Power Units, Washington, D.C., March 1975; Charles Komanoff,
Power Plant Performance (New York: Council on Economic Priorities, 1.976).
The cost pei kilowatt-hour is`46 percent higher f& a plant operating at a

,50-perceyttca acity factor than for one operating at 80 percent.
- .

. .-- ----
23. Rich ,,J1 Barber Associates, inc, LDC Nuclear Power Prospects, 1975-
1990: Commercial, Economic and-Security Implications (Springfield, Va.:
National Technical InformationService, 1975). . ,

26. Lee W.° Huff, "The Nuclear Power Debate and Its Relationship to Chang-
ing Ehergy and Economic Considerations of Devloping" Countries," !Re-
sented to the International Conference on Would Nuclear Power, Washing-
ton, D.CNovember 16,1976. ., .

/'27. Hayes, Nuclear Power: The Fifth Horseman.' . , Ora
; L'

Washington, D.C::

, 41

28. U.S. general Acclanting Office, Cleaning Up the Remains of Nuclear
Facilires: A tfultibillion Dollar Prokiem (Washington, D.C.:June 1977)-

V 04

,29. For an excellent introduction to ihhisilitative dimension of energy, see .
"Efficient Use of Energy: A Physics Pers ti T merican Physical' .Pers
Society; U.S:* House of Representatives, . .A: uthorization Hearing;
Part I, Committee on Science and Tectinolo ebnitrY 1$, 1975. ', ,,
30. National Academy of Sciences, Energy for Rural DatIoprnerit Rerfew- .:,"able Resources and Alternative Technologiis for Developing Countrifs
(Washington, D.C. t National fikadesny of Sciences, 1976),
. S / . a t. *
-,11. The Mitre Corpo'rattoR, An Economic Analysis of Solar WAter and
Space Heating (Washington, DiC.:' Energy Renoir& and Development Ad-
mihistratiotOloyeinbc 1976). .
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32. Howe et al., rgy for Developing Countries.
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In,. Vikram I Dalai, "Energy Strategies4 lafia: A Technological Perspec-
tive," DiscIssion Paper No. 78, Woodro Wrron School, Princeton Univer-
sity, POncelbn,*N.J., 1977.

34.jkillianr Metz-, "Solar Thermal- Energy. Bringing tte Pietls^ Together,"
Science, Atigust 12, 1977., . .

., .. ,,,
34. Of f ice. of Technology Assessment, Application of Sotaitechnoldy to
Today's Enligy Needs (Washiogtou:D.0 June 1977). _

.1,36. David MotrisN "Solir Cells-Firia Their Niche in Everyday Life on Eartlit,"
, Smithsonian Magazine, Octobir 1977, Bruce Chalmers, "The Photovoltaic( ,

Generation of Electricity,'. Scientific American, October 1976.
A a.

. . a
37. Only, 750. kilowatts' of photovoltaic capacity were, produced in 1977.
Cumulative world production to 1977 was about 2,000 kilowatts.

38. 'Details of how these 'savings are to be achieved are given i0E.R..D.A.
4,Announcements, September JO, 1977. Allen Hammond, in "Photouoltaics:
The Semiconductor Revolution Comes to"*StilaL," Science, July 29, 1977,
diwisses some of the more advanced photovoltaic concepts now in the ex-
) e'?irtlental stages.. to

t. firms with an active involvement hi p'hotovoltaics include IBM,
""e. - ,

. . .

as *Instruments, Varian, .RCA, Motorola, Shell Oil, Mobir-Tyc-o, Dow
orning, and Union Carbide, as well a's Solarex and several small ,semi-

conductor firms. Importaht work is also being done by Frnch (especially .
PhotokPowes)Stid Japanese firms. : .

.a
40. James E. Nkum, "Hydralihc Engineering and Wate'r Resources in' the:,
People's' Republic of China, 1974," cited in Howe'etal., Energy for Develop-
ing Counties. See, also Vactay -Eva "Intermediate 'Energy Technology in
China,"' Bulletin of,the AtofMic Scientists, February 1,977. Some institutiohal
aspectt.he Chinese program are discussed in American Rural Small-Scale .

. Industryjhlegation, Rural, Small-Scale -Industry in the People's Republic
of China (Berkeley: University or California-Press, 1977). .
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41. U.S. Army Corps of Engineer's, Estimate of National Hydroelecrric Pbwer
Potential izt Existing Dams (Washington, D.C.: July 1977). Nepal has an 412
estimated 85,000 megawatts of hydroelectric capacity, of Which 35 mega: -"z`e
watts is now dkrelopecl.

42. StewartW. Herman 'and James S. Cannon., Energy Futures (New York.
Inform, Inc., 1976). .

.43. James Howe, "Energy fat-the Villages of Africa," Qverseas DevelOpMent
Council, Washington, D.C., Janp,try 1977.

44. A.K.N. Reddy of the Irkdian Institute of Science in Banolore has tten
a widely circulated article, "Power to the Poor," fontrasting jiogas ants
with coal-fueled fertilizer facilities. In India today there is a trying peed for
nitrogen fertilizer. Al large, coal-fueled fertilizer faculty -will procl13,000
tons per year, so would 26,000 blips plants. But thrbiogas would'
cost $15 million less to gild, and all the money invested' would be spent in-
side 'Ole, saving $70 million in foreign exchange. The biogas plants would

. provide 130 times as many jobs and these jobs would be located in rural vil-
- laps, where most peoplp

jobs
and where 'employment is most desperately.

"needed. Biogas plants would also produce the fertilizer where it is needed,
eliminating the transportation requirements. Finally, the coal-fired plant

'consumes -enough fuel very "year to meet the energy needs of 550 Indian
' villages, while the biogas plants .would pioduce enough fuel-each year to

meet most Qf the en'brgy needs of 26,000 Indian villages,

45. Vaclav-Smil, "Energy Solution in China," Erraibrunint,45ctober 1977.

46. The best treatment I have seen of the urban-rural &Vision is In Michael
Lipton, Why the Poor Stay Poor: Urban Bias in World Development (Cam- '
tiVidge, Mass.:Naryard University Press, 1977).

47. Makhijaiii wiih Poole, gnergi and Agriculti-rejn the Third World; Arjun
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